Project Title: Firefighter digital assistance via smartphone technology

Team: Seth Gergel, Project Manager/ Hardware Engineer
     Ryan Dolan, Software Engineer

Abstract: The innovation for this project is to design a software that is compatible with a HUD for a firefighter to wear while entering danger zones. We intend to create a helmet to be used by firefighter’s that can output real-time essential information through a HUD, as well as send that data in an efficient way to a mobile device. This information can be viewed in real-time by someone who is coordinating the fire/rescue. This information can hopefully provide coordinators (officers) with accurate information to make decisions with, improving the safety of the firefighters on the ground.

Innovation: The innovation for this project is to design a software that is compatible with a HUD for a firefighter to wear while entering danger zones.

Timeline:
Subtasks: 1. Compile list of complete order of parts needed.
   2. Coordinate with other capstone group on previous work done in Capstone.
   3. Download Arduino and start to experiment with Arduino.
   4. Find previous work on LCD display coding.
   5. Gather information on pre-existing technology and future technology with firefighters.
   6. Gather firefighter helmet from Ryan’s father.
   7. Update proposal timeline as we complete tasks.
   8. Meet with Tanya on September 20th to discuss hardware possibilities.
   9. Continue to update our research references.
 10. Meet with Dr. Chabbot regularly regarding timeline and updates to proposal.

Materials: 1. Breadboard (1) - Supplied by us
   2. Arduino Nano (2) - Supplied by school
   3. Temperature Sensor (2) $19.95 - Supplied by www.sparkfun.com
   4. Thermometer Sensor (2) $9.95 - Supplied by www.sparkfun.com
   6. Breadboard (1) - Supplied by us
   7. Fire fighter helmet - Supplied by Ryan Dolan
   8. LCD screen (2) - Supplied by school
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